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Fits babies from 8 to 40lbs. or 4 to 18 kilograms.

100% cool and natural cotton, fully washable and breathable. 

Wide shoulder straps padded all the way down your back that cross for
comfort and safety. 

A wide heavily padded waistbelt that attaches with the best velcro on
themarket for absolute ease of wear. 

Padding throughout all the edges of the carrier to make a soft cushion
for baby's head, neck, arms and legs.

 
The Newborn Nest allows your brand new baby a
horizontal position perfect for nursing and cuddling.
You can literally wear this all day without wearing
out. Babies love it....its like being back in the womb.

 
Baby facing inward allows close eye to eye contact
and lots of conversation and cuddling.
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Facing outward is often baby's favorite position.
They're warm and cozy, loving the contact, sharing
the view and learning about the world in a safe and
secure way.

 
The nursing position is a variation on the newborn
nest, and works wonderfully for babies over three
months. Its so easy to slip baby in and out of this
position, with a minimum of fuss.

 
The backpackpack position works great for
yardwork, crosscountry Skiing, hiking, and all kinds
of housework. It has all the advantages of a frame
pack, without the bulkiness, awkward frame,
expense, and long wait for baby to sit up.

 
Facing baby out on the back (my favorite!) ensures
that he has a view, and can enjoy the scenery too.
He'll still fall asleep in this position, but the soft side
straps cuddle his held and keep him positioned
well.
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